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 DGS has extended the current Wheelchair Vehicles Contract for a third time with the vendor, 
Rohrer Bus Sales, Inc. for one more year.  The contract termination date is April 30, 2015.     

 

 The Amendment Number 1 to the extension of the current contract addresses: 
 

1.)  The number of vehicles to be purchased during the remaining term of the contract shall be 
a minimum number of 1 and a maximum number of 350. 

 

2.) To clarify the ability of agencies to purchase vinyl graphics under this Contact, the 
Department provides the following: 

Each Agency may either:  A.) select one of the three options for vinyl graphics 
decaling in each of the PCID specifications, or B.) elect to have a local vendor apply 
vinyl graphics decaling for each vehicle purchased under the DGS State Contract 
provided they follow the Agency’s, or the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania’s bidding 
procedures for this small purchase. 
 

3.) The Change Order threshold for vehicles purchased off of the DGS contract will be 
changed from $5,000 to $10,000 to match recently revised DGS thresholds in the DGS 
Procurement Handbook for “No Bid No Documents Agency Threshold for Materials and 
Services Procurements.” 

 
4.) All other language in the Contract remains as stated. 

 

 All PCID 1108 raised roof vans with seating arrangements requiring a modified OEM right front 
passenger entry door with a raised header will be replaced with a required APD style right front 
passenger entry door. The Department will not approve any PCID 1108 vehicle Purchase Order 
or Change Orders requiring a modified OEM right front passenger entry door with a raised 
header.   

 

 DGS is developing PCID specifications for two alternative fuels vehicles:  the 12 + 2 and 16 + 2 
alternative fuels accessible small transit buses.  Once DGS finalizes the PCID specifications 
they will proceed to advertise for bids for the two new PCID vehicle types for alternative fuel 
accessible small transit buses.  

 

 DGS has approved one LED strip under hood light with 50 lumens minimum as an approved 
equal to the specification requirement of two LED under hood lights of 50 lumens minimum.  A 
single LED strip under hood light is acceptable. 

 
 DGS has accepted the Peterson Number 45 Certificate Holder and Pouch as an approved equal 

to the specified NAPA brand auto wallet.  It is provided to keep a permit or license clean and dry 
in any weather.  It has a dust-proof and weatherproof vinyl pouch.  


